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SUGGESTED ORDER OF EVENTS 

For your convenience, I wanted to give you a suggested "order of events." It's in no way meant to tell 
you that you have to do this...but in 12 years, and literally hundreds of weddings, this is what we've 

found usually works best. 

1. First set of guests arrive at reception location (background music is already playing). Note:  guests will 

begin arriving almost immediately after the Ceremony... only the Wedding Party will be taking pictures! 
2. Once most guests are seated, open the appetizer / h'ordeurve area, if applicable. If you're serving 
alcohol, the bar should be open immediately (give people something to do). 

3. Arrival of the Wedding Party. Hold them in the foyer until time to be announced...this includes Parents 
and/or ring bearers & flower girls (if being announced). 
4. DJ lines up Wedding Party to be introduced & gives final instructions. (DJ MUST be Involved 1%7 this!) 

5. Wedding Party is introduced. Parents, Ring Bearers & Flower Girls first...followed by the Bridesmaids & 

Groomsmen, with Maid of Honor/Best Man just before the Bride and Groom. 
6. Upon entry (and you can make this as crazy as you want to)...wedding party can all dance, Bride & 
Groom can do first dance...or you can just wait until after dinner. 

7. Wedding Party dismissed to dine, along with "immediate family" members...and then followed by your 
guests (table #'s are always a good idea!) *YOU should be served first if it's a plated dinner with servers. 

8. After Wedding Party has eaten, Bride & Groom can mingle and greet guest if so desired (but don't take 
too long...you probably will not get through the whole room).  Trust me, your guests are ready to move 
on with the formalities, cut the cake, & get to dancing... you don't want them to start leaving! 
9. Otherwise, it's time for the TOAST (usually Best Man & Maid of Honor...sometimes a Father or Sibling). 
10. CAKE cutting should immediately follow the toast! (We don't want to wait too long to get to 
this... Grandma & "Uncle Harvey" want some cake! And we need to get to the dancin'!!!) 

11. Shortly after Toast/Cake Cutting, time for the FIRST DANCE...if not done upon Grand Entrance. 

12. Next up, Father-Bride / Mother-Groom dance...if applicable. 

13. Now it's time to OPEN THE DANCE FLOOR! 

14. Any time after this, depending on your specific crowd and/or circumstances, its OK to do the 

BOQUET &/or GARTER TOSS. Some don't like to wait too late because of people leaving early. 
15. "Staged Exit," is the final formality, if you're going to do one — if so, make sure your 
photographer sticks around for this one! Whether or not there's Staged Exit, the only thing left is 

the actual exit! *Note: "Staged Exits" usually kill your dance party...& will likely end up signaling the end 

of the night — whether you wanted it to, or not! Just food for thought. © 

16. HAVE FUN ON YOUR HONEYMOON!!! 
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